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ABSTRACT 
Let RM and RN be two modules over associative ring R . The object of 

this paper is the study of substructures of ),( NMomh R such as, radical, the 
singular and co-singular ideal and the total. New results obtained include: 
 (a) For any modules RM , RN ; ],[ NM is regular if and only if, for any 

],[ NM∈α , NmI ⊕⊆)(α and MKer ⊕⊆)(α .
(b) ],[ NM  is semipotent if and only if, for any ],[ NM∈α , ∉α ],[ NMJ

there exists ],[ MN∈β such that NmI ⊕⊆)(αβ  and NKer ⊕⊆)(αβ .
(c) For any injective module RQ and any projective module RP with PE

semipotent, where )(PEndE RP = ; ],[],[],[],[Tot PQPQPQJPQ ∇=∆== .
(d)  A ring R is semipotent with )(RJ is left −T nilpotent if and only if, 

],[ PM  is semipotent which equivalent, ],[ MP  is semipotent, for any 
projective module RodmP −∈ , and any module RodmM −∈ .

Key Words: (I-) Semipotent Rings, −0I Rings, −0I modules, The 
total, Jacobson radical, (co) singular ideal, 
Endomorphism rings, ),( NMomh R .
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1. Introduction 
In this paper rings R are associative with identity unless otherwise 

indicated. All modules over a ring R unitary right modules. 
A submodule N of a module M is said to be small in M if MKN ≠+
for any proper submodule K of M , [3]. A submodule N of a module 
M is said to be large (essential) in M if }0{≠∩ KN for any nonzero 
submodule K of M [3]. If M is an −R module, the radical of M denoted 
by )(MJ is defined to be the intersection of all maximal submodules 
of M. Also, )(MJ coincides with the sum of all small submodules of 
M. It my happen that M has no maximal submodules in which 
case MMJ =)( [7]. Thus, for a ring R, )(RJ is the Jacobson radical of 
R. For a submodule N of a module M, we use MN ⊕⊆ to mean that 
N is a direct summand of M, and we write MN e≤ and MN << to 
indicate that N is a large, respectively small, submodule of M. If RM is 
a module, we use the notation )(MEndE RM = and we write 

})(;:{ MKerEE eMM ≤∈=∆ ααα , })(;:{ MmIEE MM <<∈=∇ ααα and 
)}()(;:{)( MJmIEEI MM ⊆∈= ααα . It is will known that 

ME∆ , ME∇ and )( MEI are ideals in ME [5]. If RM and RN are 
modules, we use RomhNM =],[ ),( NM . Thus ],[ NM  is an −),( NM EE
bimodule. Our main concern is about the substructures of 

),( NMomh R and the semipotent of ),( NMomh R (see [8]). 
The total is a concept that was first introduced by Kasch in 1982. In 

the study of the total, some of the interesting questions are when the 
total equals the Jacobson radical, ME∆ , ME∇ and )( MEI . In section 
2, it is proved that over quasi-frobenius ring MMM EEEJ ∇=∆=)(
for any projective module (injective) module M. In section 3, it is 
proved that ],[],[],[],[Tot PQPQPQJPQ ∇=∆== for any injective 
module Q and any projective module P with PE is semipotent. And  
for any projective module P with PE is semipotent; == ],[],[Tot PMJPM

],[ PM∇ for all RodmM −∈ . Also, proved that R is semipotent with 
)(RJ is left −T nilpotent if and only if ],[],[Tot PMJPM = for any 
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projective module RodmP −∈ and any module RodmM −∈ which 
equivalent =],[Tot MP  ],[ MPJ for any projective module RodmP −∈
and any RodmM −∈ . Basic properties on semipotentness of  ],[ NM  
are proved in section 3. 

2. Semipotent Rings 
Recall that a ring R is a semipotent ring [8] also, called an −0I ring 

by Nicholson [4] and Hakmi [2], if every principal left (resp. right) 
ideal not contained in )(RJ contains a nonzero idempotent, or 
equivalently, for any Ra∈ , )(RJa∉ there exists Rx∈≠0 such that 

xaxx = . Examples of this rings include: (a) Exchange rings (see [5, 
Proposition 1.9], a ring R is exchange if for each Ra∈ , there exists 

Ree ∈=2 such that Raaea )( 2 −∈− ). (b) Endomorphism rings of 
injective modules (see [4, Proposition 1.4]). (c) Endomorphism ring of 
regular modules (in the sense Zelmanowitz [9]), (see [2, Corollary 
3.6]). 

Proposition 2.1. Let M be a module and MEf ∈ :
(1) If M is injective and )( MEf ∇∈  then )( MEf ∆∈ .
(2)If M is projective and ME is semipotent, then if )( MEf ∆∈

follows that )( MEf ∇∈ .
Proof. (1). Suppose that M is injective then by [4, Proposition 

1.4], =)( MEJ )( ME∆ . Let )( MEf ∇∈  and suppose )( MEJf ∉ ,
since ME is semipotent then =ϕ ϕϕ f for some ME∈≠ ϕ0 , thus 

ϕα f= is a nonzero idempotent of ME . Since )()( fmImI ⊆α then 
MmI <<)(α , therefore 0)1()()( =−∩= ααα mImImI thus 0=α

this is a contradiction. Hence MM EEJf ∆=∈ )( . 
(2) Suppose that M is projective and ME semipotent then by [2, 

Proposition 3.3], MM EEJ ∇=)( . Let )( MEf ∆∈ and suppose 
)( MEJf ∉ , then µµµ f= for some  ME∈≠ µ0 , therefore fg µ= is 

a nonzero idempotent of ME and ⊆)( fKer  )(gKer . Since )( MEf ∆∈  
and 0)1()( =−∩ gKerfKer  implies 0)1( =− gKer . Since g−1 is an 
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idempotent in ME and )1()1()( gmIgmIgmIM −=−⊕= we have 
0)( =gmI , thus 0=g this is a contradiction. Hence MM EEJf ∇=∈ )( .

From Proposition 2.1, we derive the following: 
 
Corollary 2.2. Let M be a module: 
(1) If M is injective then )( MMM EJEE =∆⊆∇ .
(2) If M is projective and ME is semipotent then 

)( MMM EJEE =∇⊆∆ .

A ring R is called quasi-frobenius [3] if, every projective (injective) 
module is injective (projective). 

Corollary 2.3. For any projective (injective) module M over a 
quasi-frobenius ring MMM EEEJ ∇=∆=)( and ME is a semipotent ring. 

Proof  follows immediately from the fact that endomorphism ring 
of any injective module is semipotent and corollary 2.2.  

 
3. Semipotent [M,N] 

Following [8], let RM , RN are modules and ),(],[ NMomhNM R= ,
then ],[ NM is an −),( NM EE bimodule. 

• The Jacobson radical. 
{ }],[allfor )(];,[:],[ MNEJNMNMJ M ∈∈∈= ββααα
{ }],[allfor )(];,[:],[ MNEJNMNMJ N ∈∈∈= ββααα

Thus )(],[ MEJMMJ = . In particular )(],[ RJRRJ = .
• The singular ideal. 

{ }MKerNMNM e≤∈=∆ )(];,[:],[ ααα
• The co-singular ideal. 

{ }NmINMNM <<∈=∇ )(];,[:],[ ααα
• The total. 

{ }idempotent nonzero nocontains],[];,[:],[Tot ααα MNNMNM ∈=
{ }idempotent nonzero nocontains],[];,[:],[Tot MNNMNM ααα ∈=
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Lemma 3.1. [8, Lemma 2.1]. Let RM , RN be modules. The 
following conditions are equivalent: 

(1) If ],[\],[ NMJNM∈α there exists ],[ MN∈β such that 
2)(0 αβαβ =≠ ME∈ .

(2) If ],[\],[ NMJNM∈α there exists ],[ MN∈β such that 
2)(0 βαβα =≠ NE∈ .

(3) If ],[\],[ NMJNM∈α there exists ],[ MN∈γ such that 
],[ MNJ∉= γγαγ .

Following [8], Recall that ],[ NM is semipotent if, the conditions in 
lemma 3.1 are satisfied. And recalled ],[ NM∈α is regular if 

αβαα = for some ],[ MN∈β . ],[ NM  is called regular if each 
],[ NM∈α is regular. Thus ],[ MM  is regular if and only if ME is 

regular ring. 
 
Lemma 3.2. ],[ NM∈α is regular if and only if NmI ⊕⊆)(α and 

MKer ⊕⊆)(α .
Proof. )(⇒ . Suppose ],[ NM∈α is regular then αβαα = for 

some ],[ MN∈β . Thus ME∈= αβαβ 2)( and )()( ααβ KerKer =
therefore MKer ⊕⊆)(α . On the other hand, NE∈= βαβα 2)( and 

)()( αβα mImI = therefore NmI ⊕⊆)(α .
)(⇐ .Since NmI ⊕⊆)(α then there exists MmI →′ )(: αβ such 

that xx =′ ))((βα for all )(αmIx∈ , thus )())(( yy ααβα =′ for all 
My∈ . But NmI ⊕⊆)(α so we can extend β ′ to ],[ MN∈β by

taking 0=β on the complementary summand. Then for any My∈ ,
)()( yy ααβα = , thus αβαα = .

Corollary 3.3. ],[ NM is regular if and only if for each ],[ NM∈α ,
NmI ⊕⊆)(α and MKer ⊕⊆)(α .
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Corollary 3.4. Let P be a projective module. For any module M
the following conditions are equivalent: 

(1) ],[ PM  is regular. 
(2) For any ],[ PM∈α , PmI ⊕⊆)(α .
Proof. )2()1( ⇒ . Follows from corollary 3.3. )1()2( ⇒ . Let 

],[ PM∈α then PmI ⊕⊆)(α , since P is projective then 
PKer ⊕⊆)(α again by corollary 3.3, ],[ NM  is regular.  

 
Proposition 3.5. Let RM , RN be modules. The following are 

equivalent: 
(1) ],[ NM  is semipotent. 
(2) If ],[\],[ NMJNM∈α there exists ],[0 MN∈≠ β such that 

NmI ⊕⊆)(αβ  and NKer ⊕⊆)(αβ .
(3) If ],[\],[ NMJNM∈α there exists ],[0 MN∈≠ β such that 

MmI ⊕⊆)(αβ  and MKer ⊕⊆)(αβ .
Proof. Suppose (1) holds. Then NE∈=≠ 2)(0 αβαβ for some 

],[0 MN∈≠ β thus NmI ⊕⊆)(αβ and NKer ⊕⊆)(αβ . Suppose (2) 
holds. Then NmI ⊕⊆)(αβ  and NKer ⊕⊆)(αβ  for some 

],[0 MN∈≠ β by [7, Lemma 3.1] there exists NE∈γ such 
that αβαβγαβ =)()( . Thus ],[ MN∈γβ and 2))(()(0 γβαγβα =≠

NE∈ and by lemma 3.1 ],[ NM  is semipotent. Similarly, the 
equivalence )3()1( ⇔ holds. 

 
Corollary 3.6. Let P be a projective module. For any module M

the following condition are equivalent: 
(1) ],[ PM  is semipotent. 
(2) For any ],[\],[ PMJPM∈α there exists ],[0 MP∈≠ β such 

that PmI ⊕⊆)(αβ .
Proof. )2()1( ⇒ follows immediately from proposition 3.5.  
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)1()2( ⇒ . Let ],[\],[ PMJPM∈α then there exist ],[0 MP∈≠ β
such that PmI ⊕⊆)(αβ since P is projective then PKer ⊕⊆)(αβ  by 
proposition 3.5 follows that ],[ PM  is semipotent.  

Proposition 3.7. LetQ be an injective module and P be a projective 
module. Then: 

(1) ],[ MQ is semipotent for any −R module M .
(2) If PE is semipotent then ],[ PM is semipotent  for any 
−R module M .
Proof. (1) Let ],[ MQ∈α , ],[ MQJ∉α then there exists 

],[ QM∈β such that )( QEJ∉αβ . Since QE is a semipotent ring 
then ϕαβϕϕ = for some ∈≠ ϕ0 QE . Thus QE∈≠ αβϕ )(0 is an 
idempotent and ],[ QM∈βϕ by lemma 3.1, ],[ QM  is semipotent. 

(2) Suppose that PE is a semipotent ring. Let ],[\],[ PMJPM∈α
then there exists ],[ MP∈β such that )( PEJ∉αβ  therefore 

µβαµµ )(= for some ∈≠ µ0 PE . Thus PE∈≠ µβα0 is an 
idempotent and ],[ MP∈µβ by lemma 3.1, ],[ PM  is semipotent.  

Lemma 3.8.Let RM , RN be modules. If ],[ NM  is semipotent then: 
(1) ],[],[ NMJNM ⊆∆ .
(2) ],[],[ NMJNM ⊆∇ .
Proof. Suppose that ],[ NM  is semipotent. 
(1) Let ],[ NM∆∈α then MKer e≤)(α . Suppose that ],[ NMJ∉α

then there exists ],[ MN∈β such that ME∈=≠ 2)(0 αβαβ . Since 
)()( αβα KerKer ⊆ then 0)()()()( =∩⊆∩ αβαβαβα mIKermIKer .

Thus 0)( =αβmI and 0=αβ this is a contradiction. Hence 
],[ NMJ∈α .

(2) Let ],[ NM∇∈α then NmI <<)(α . Suppose that ],[ NMJ∉α
then there exists ],[ MN∈β such that ME∈=≠ 2)(0 αβαβ . Since 
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NmI <<)(α then )( αβmI M<< and 0)()()( =∩⊆ βααβαβ KermImI ,
thus 0=αβ this is a contradict-ion. Hence ],[ NMJ∈α .

Beidar and Kasch in [1] studied conditions on module P , which 
imply that J[M,P][M,P][M,P] =∇=Tot  for all RodmM −∈ and 
they showed that these equalities holds if P is semiperfect and 
projective, the following theorem shows that these equalities hold if 
P is projective and PE is semipotent. 

Theorem 3.9. Let P be a projective module with PE is a semipotent 
ring. Then for any module RM

],[],[Tot],[],[ PMJPMPMPM ==∇⊆∆
In particular, )()(Tot PPPP EJEEE ==∇⊆∆ .
Proof. Since PE is a semipotent ring then by proposition 3.7 

],[ PM is semipotent and by[8, Theorem 2.2], J[M,P][M,P] =Tot .
Let [M,P]∇∈α then <<)(αmI P therefore PmI <<)( βα for 
all [P,M]∈β , since PP EEJ ∇=)( by corollary 2.2, follows 

)( PEJ∈βα thus [M,P]J∈α , i.e. ],[],[ PMJPM =∇ .
Let [M,P]J∈α then for any [P,M]∈β , )( PEJ∈βα therefore 

PmI <<)( βα . Suppose that )(αmI not small in P then by [2, 
Theorem 3.5] there exists N≠0 P⊕⊆ and )(αmIN ⊆ . Let µ be 
the projection of P onto N then µµ =≠ 20 . PE∈ . Since 

)()( αµ mImI ⊆ then NmImI == )()( µαµ , no N is projective 
therefore PKer ⊕⊆)( αµ and by lemma 3.2, follows that 

[M,P]∈αµ is regular, thus there exists M][P,∈γ such that 
αµαµγαµ =)()( therefore =≠ 2)(0 γαµ PE∈γαµ . Since 

[M,P]J∈α then PmI <<)( γα and PmI <<)( γαµ thus 
)( PEJ∈γαµ which contradiction that )( PEJ contains no nonzero 

idempotent, therefore PmI <<)(α . This proves ],[],[ PMPMJ ∇= .
],[],[ PMJPM ⊆∆ follows  from lemma 3.8.  
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Lemma 3.10. Let Q be an injective module. Then for any module M
],[],[Tot],[],[ MQJMQMQMQ ==∆⊆∇

Proof. Beidar and Kasch  in [1] showed  that if Q is injective then 
=∆ ],[ MQ ],[],[Tot MQJMQ = . On the other hand, since Q is 

injective we have by proposition 3.7, ],[ MQ is semipotent and by 
lemma 3.8, ],[],[ MQJMQ ⊆∇ .

Note that, by corollary 2.3; MMMM EEEJE ∇=∆== )()(Tot  for 
any injective (projective) module over a quasi-frobenius ring. The 
following Theorem generalize this fact. 

Theorem 3.11. Let Q be an injective module and P be a projective 
module with PE is a semipotent ring. Then 

],[],[Tot],[],[ PQJPQPQPQ ==∆=∇
Proof. By theorem 3.9, we have ],[],[Tot],[],[ PQJPQPQPQ ==∇⊆∆

and by lemma 3.10, we have ],[],[Tot],[],[ PQJPQPQPQ ==∆⊆∇ .
Thus =∇ ],[ PQ ],[],[Tot],[ PQJPQPQ ==∆ .

Recall a projective module P is an −0I module [2] if, for every 
submodule K of P , )(PJK ⊄ contains a nonzero direct summand of P .

Theorem 3.12. For any ring R the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(1) R is a semipotent ring and )(RJ is left −T nilpotent. 
(2) Any projective module RodmP −∈ is an −0I module and 

PPJ <<)( .
(3) PE is a semipotent ring for any projective module RodmP −∈ .
(4) ],[ PM is semipotent for any projective module RodmP −∈ and 

any module RodmM −∈ .
(5) ],[],[Tot PMJPM = for any projective module RodmP −∈ and 

any module RodmM −∈ .
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(6) ],[],[Tot NPJNP = for any projective module RodmP −∈ and 
any module RodmN −∈ .

(7) ],[ NP  is semipotent for any projective module RodmP −∈ and 
any module RodmN −∈ .
Proof. )3()2()1( ⇔⇔ by [2, Theorem 3.8], (see also [8, Theorem 

4.10] for )3()1( ⇔ ). )4()3( ⇒ by proposition 3.7(2). )3()4( ⇒ take 
PM = for any projective module RodmP −∈ . )5()4( ⇔ . By [8, 

Theorem 2.2]. )6()3( ⇔ . By [8, Theorem 4.5(2)]. )7()6( ⇔ . By [8, 
theorem 2.2].  

 
Remark. In [1] Bediar and Kasch showed that if RQ is an injective 

module then ],[],[Tot NQJNQ = for all RodmN −∈ , so by [8, 
Theorem 2.2], ],[ NQ is semipotent. In particular, if R is self 
injective then R is a semipotent ring, (see also [6, Theorem 1.3]). 
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